CLOUD STRATEGY ENVISIONING

With all the different public cloud services available today, it is little wonder that
many organisations struggle with where to start when considering moving to the
cloud. Organisations need to be certain that their data is secure and compliant
when making the move to cloud based services.
This is where our cloud service offerings comes in.

Our cloud service offerings:
Cloud Strategy
Envisioning

Current State
Assessment

BENEFITS
√

Understand the Microsoft
public cloud approach and
capabilities

√

Identify quick wins for
the organisation and where
public cloud services (SaaS,
IaaS or PaaS) fit and can be
realised following our
'envision big, deliver with
focus' approach

√

Understand how to secure
and govern workloads
running in Azure using best
and proven practice
techniques

Azure
Launch

CLOUD STRATEGY ENVISIONING
CHALLENGES
√ Many organisations have an appetite for public cloud services but do not know
how to get started
√ Many organisations are overwhelmed with the myriad of services available with
public cloud
√ There is often confusion around the demarcation of responsibilities with public
cloud services
√ Organisations require that their data remains secure and compliant when
considering cloud services.

THE BLUESOURCE APPROACH
The bluesource approach is to run a series of workshops to discuss and demonstrate
the art of the possible with Microsoft Azure public cloud services. One of our highly
skilled consultants will conduct the sessions to understand the business approach
and appetite for cloud services identifying where Microsoft public cloud services can
help to drive the business forward. The output of the workshops is a cloud strategy
envisioning report and roadmap for recommended quick wins. Our approach is to
envision the dream and define a roadmap of 'quick win' goals to move the
organisation forward over time.

GET IN TOUCH
We help organisations
protect, govern, move & manage
their data.
Find out how we can help.

020 7940 6228
hello@bluesource.co.uk
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